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Reviewer's report:

major compulsory revisions: none
Discretionary Revisions: full name before initials as some are not intuitive: p3 = DRG, CPR and DRGS...
p.5 the vaccines have not proven yet to prevent cancers, they have been proved to prevent infection, persistent infection and low and high grade lesions but not cancers.
p.8 = p.a.? long form please
conflict of interest: Jorgensen between the other two and not at the end
table 1: there are no dual infection cancers? that would be quite unique in the world!
what do you do of the co infections?
i have strong reservation about figure 1 as the graphic is almost unreadable between cancers, use patterned lines instead of colour lines?

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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